
Lights of Our Church Conference Schedule Explanation

Presentation: The first activity on the schedule is the introduction to halloween

(presentation) and this will focus on the origins of halloween, scripture from the bible about

halloween, and understanding the role of Christians living in this world. This will be

presented by a Sunday School teacher at your church.

Discussion Questions: The next activity will be the discussion questions which are on

the document and are divided by age. You can separate the groups into three based on age

and the ages are 13 and below, 14-17 and 18+.  First, you will go through the icebreaker

questions for everyone as a warm up before the discussion questions.

Kids Presentation: After that, the next activity is the kids' presentations. For the kids'

presentations, we ask that about 4-5 of the youth at your churches each prepare a small

presentation on saints of their choice before the day of the conference. They can present this

on a poster or presentation slides which they will then present in front of everyone.

Building Game/Trivia: The last activity will be the trivia. This can be played in two

ways where there are two teams 5 and the conductor goes through the slides and whichever

team gets the answer first gets the point. There will be 10 questions and if there is a tie then,

there will be 2 bonus questions at the end of the slides just in case.

Another way this can be played is separating everyone into two teams. You would

need plastic cups for this game. Each team gets one cup per kid. Ask the teams both a

question from the trivia. The first team to get the correct answer will be able to place their

cup on the table. The goal of this game is to build a tower with the cups and whichever team

does this first, will win.

Other Games Suggestion:

Kids: Musical chairs, Charades, Human Knot Game, Four Corners, Pictionary


